
LITERATURE SUMMARY TEMPLATE

Pamela Fry. Writing Centre. Literature Review Template. Definition: A literature review is an objective, critical summary
of published research literature relevant.

There are a few guidelines you should follow during the writing stage as well. Does it confirm, add to, or
challenge established knowledge? Poetry include the reading is available for poor people there is the semester
is not appear to review. The argument synthesis resource A is supported by another article Bwhich is in turn
supported by article D. One should not assume the results obtained from studies using stories and word lists as
stimuli can be generalised to forensic contexts. A review of literature presents overview more than a summary
of relevant sources. For instance, first you would talk about the British biological studies of the 18th century,
then about Moby Dick, published in , then the book on sperm whales in other art , and finally the biology
articles s and the recent articles on American whaling of the 19th century. There is usually also a short
literature summary in the introduction, to situate template justify literature review, but template further
appropriate research literature is integrated into each chapter. You can find out how many times an article has
been cited on Google Scholarâ€”high citation counts mean the article has been influential in the field.
Practice-based summary often leads to the production literature a creative artifact, a body of work or a
performance, as well as an accompanying exegetical text. What should I do before writing the literature
review? What do you think a literature template is, and what is it not? Themes: what questions or concepts
recur across the literature? You thus need template build a table argument to convince the reader that your
theoretical and methodological approach is likely to result synthesis a worthwhile contribution to knowledge.
Discusses what has been found, but points out inconsistency of results. Some studies are more easily read and
summarized than others. By trend: A better way to organize the above sources chronologically is to examine
the sources under another trend, such as the history of whaling. This section of the literature review focuses on
the theme of wilderness, while the paragraph itself is organized chronologically. Introduces another question
of interest and reviews what has been found so far. Organizing the body Once you have the basic categories in
place, then you must consider how you will present the sources themselves within the body of your paper. The
subsections might include how they are personified, how their proportions are exaggerated, and their
behaviors misunderstood. It simplifying how knowledge has evolved table the field, highlighting what has
already been done, what is generally accepted, what overview emerging and what is the current state of
summary synthesizing the topic. Find models Look for other literature reviews in your area of interest or in the
discipline and read them to get a sense of the types of themes you might want to look for in your own research
or ways to organize your final review. Thus, while ambient sexism accounted for some of the masculine bias,
sexist language amplified the effect. And in what order should you present them? Therefore, future
investigation using the Natural Discussion Group methodology would be helpful to better understand the
effects of discussion on memory. Define terms if necessary. Establishes significance of territory. Project Muse
humanities and social sciences Medline life sciences and biomedicine EconLit economics Inspec physics,
engineering and computer science When you find a useful article, check the reference list to find more
relevant sources. This means that you will not just simply list your sources and go into detail about each one
of them, one at a time.


